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ABSTRACT: Cloud-based outsourced storage relieves the client’s weight for storage supervision and upholding by 

providing a comparably low-cost, scalable, location-independent policy. However, the reality that clients no longer have 

physical control of data indicates that they are facing a potentially formidable threat for missing or corrupted information. 

To keep away from the security threat, audit services are dangerous to ensure the integrity and accessibility of outsourced 

information and to achieve digital forensics and reliability on cloud computing. Provable data control which is a 

cryptographic method for verifying the integrity of information without retrieving it at an un-trusted server can be used to 

recognize audit services. In this paper, profiting from the interactive zero-knowledge proof scheme, we deal with the 

production of an interactive PDP protocol to avoid the fraudulence of prove and the leakage of verified information. We 

verify that our construction holds these properties based on the calculation Diffie–Hellman statement and the rewind able 

black-box information extractor. We also suggest an efficient method with respect to probabilistic queries and interrupted 

verification to decrease the audit costs per confirmation and realize abnormal discovery timely. In addition, we present a 

resourceful method for selecting an most favourable parameter value to decrease computational overheads of cloud audit 

services. Our investigational results demonstrate the usefulness of our approach. 
 

KEYWORDS: Cloud computing, Third party auditor (TPA), provable data possession (PDP). 

                            I. INTRODUCTION 

    Several trends are opening up the era of Cloud Computing, which is an Internet based progress and use of computer 

technology. The ever cheaper and more controlling processors, jointly with the “software as a service” (SaaS) computing 

architecture, are transforming information centers into pools of computing examined on a huge scale. In the meantime, the 

increasing system bandwidth and reliable yet flexible network connections build it even probable that clients can now 

promise high excellence services from information and software that reside solely on remote information centers. Although 

envisioned as a promising service policy for the Internet, this new data storage paradigm in “Cloud” brings about many 

challenging design issues which have profound influence on the safety and performance of the overall organization. One of 

the major concerns with cloud data storage is that of records integrity frication at untreated servers. The storage service 

provider, which experiences Byzantine failures infrequently, may make a decision to hide the data errors from the clients 

for the advantage of their own. What is more grave is that for saving money and storage space the service provider might 

neglect to remain or deliberately delete rarely accessed information less which belong to an ordinary client. Consider the 

large size of the outsourced electronic information and the client’s constrained resource capability, the core of the difficulty 

can be generalized as how can the client find an efficient way to achieve periodical integrity frication without the limited 

copy of information files. In order to resolve this problem, many schemes are proposed below dissimilar systems and safety 

models. In all these works, huge efforts are made to plan solutions that assemble various requirements: high scheme 

effectiveness, stateless verification, unbounded use of queries and Irretrievability of information, etc. Considering the role 

of the verifier in the representation, all the scheme available previous to drop into two categories: confidential variability 

and public variability. Although schemes with private variability can achieve higher scheme efficiency, community 
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variability allows anyone, not just the customer (data owner), to challenge the cloud server for exactness of data storage 

while keeping no confidential information. Then, clients are able to give the assessment of the service routine to an 

independent third party auditor (TPA), without affection of their computation possessions. In the cloud, the clients 

themselves are untrustworthy or cannot afford the overhead of performing common integrity checks. Thus, for sensible use, 

it seems additional rational to equip the verification protocol with public variability, which is expected to play a additional 

important role in achieving economies of level for Cloud Computing. That is, the outsourced information themselves 

should not be necessary by the varier for the verification function. In the environment of public verification, the importance 

of block goes even further because a TPA should not be permitted to possess the original information files for the obvious 

safety concern. An additional major concern among earlier designs is that of supporting energetic data operation for cloud 

information storage applications.  

In Cloud Computing, the remotely stored electronic data might not only be accessed but also updated by the 

clients, e.g., through block modification, deletion and insertion. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art in the context of remote 

data storage mainly focus on static data files and the importance of this dynamic data updates has received limited attention 

in the data possession applications. Moreover, as will be shown later, the direct extension of the current provable data 

possession (PDP) or proof of retrievability (PoR) schemes to support data dynamics may lead to security loopholes. 

Although there are many difficulties faced by researchers, it is well believed that supporting dynamic data operation can be 

of vital importance to the practical application of storage outsourcing services. In view of the key role of public variability 

and the supporting of data dynamics for cloud data storage, in this paper we present a framework and an efficient 

construction for seamless integration of these two components in our protocol design. Our contribution can be summarized 

as follows. We propose a general formal PoR model with public variability for cloud data storage, in which both block less 

and stateless verification are achieved simultaneously;  The proposed POR construction with the function of supporting for 

fully dynamic data operations, especially to support block insertion, which is missing in most existing schemes; We prove 

the security of our proposed construction and justify the performance of our scheme through concrete implementation and 

comparisons with the state-of-the-art. 

                                                II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

     Recently, much of growing interest has been pursued in the context of remotely stored data verification. Ateniese define 

the “provable data possession” (PDP) model for ensuring possession of files on untreated storages. In their scheme, they 

utilize RSA-based homomorphism tags for auditing outsourced data, thus can provide public variability. However, Agenise 

do not consider the case of dynamic data storage, and the direct extension of their scheme from static data storage to 

dynamic case brings many design and security problems. In their subsequent work, Ateniese propose a dynamic version of 

the prior PDP scheme. However, the system imposes a priori bound on the number of queries and does not support fully 

dynamic data operations, i.e., it only allows very basic block operations with limited functionality and block insertions 

cannot be supported. Wang consider dynamic data storage in distributed scenario, and the proposed challenge-response 

protocol can both determine the data correctness and locate possible errors. Similar to the only consider partial support for 

dynamic data operation. Jules describe a “proof of irretrievability “model and give a more rigorous proof of their scheme. 

In this model, spot-checking and error-correcting codes are used to ensure both “possession” and “retrievability” of data 

files on archive service systems. Specifically, some special blocks called “sentinels” are randomly embedded into the data 

file F for detection purpose and F is further encrypted to protect the positions of these special blocks. However, like the 

number of queries a client can perform is also a fixed priori and the introduction of pre-computed “sentinels” prevents the 

development of realizing dynamic data updates.  

In addition, public variability is not supported in their scheme. The design was improved PoR scheme with full 

proofs of security in the security model defined like the construction in they use publicly verifiable homomorphism 

authenticators built from BLS signatures and provably secure in the random oracle model. Based on the BLS construction, 

public irretrievability is achieved and the proofs can be aggregated into a small authenticator value. Still the authors only 
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consider static data files. Elway was the first to explore constructions for dynamic provable data possession. They extend 

the PDP model to support provable updates to stored data files using rank-based authenticated skip lists. This scheme is 

essentially a fully dynamic version of the PDP solution. In particular, to support updates, especially for block insertion, they 

try to eliminate the index information in the “tag” computation in  PDP model .To achieve this, before the verification 

procedure, they employ authenticated skip list data structure to authenticate the tag information of challenged or updated 

blocks first. However, the efficiency of their scheme remains in question. It can be seen that while existing schemes are 

proposed to aiming at providing integrity and the data storage systems, the problem of supporting both public verifiability 

and data dynamics has not been fully addressed. How to achieve a secure and efficient design to seamlessly integrate these 

two important components for data storage service remains an open challenging task in cloud computing. To securely 

introduce an effective third party auditor (TPA), the following two fundamental requirements have to be met. TPA should 

be able to efficiently audit the cloud data storage without demanding the local copy of data, and introduce no additional on-

line burden to the cloud user. The third party auditing process should bring in no new vulnerabilities towards user data 

privacy. 

 

                                                                                  III. PROPOSED MODEL 

    we are utilize the public Provable data possession (PDP), which is a cryptographic technique for verifying the integrity of 

data without retrieving it at an untrusted server; can be used to realize audit services. It with random mask technique to 

achieve a privacy-preserving public auditing system for cloud data storage security while keeping all above requirements in 

mind. 

To support efficient Handling of multiple auditing tasks, we further explore the technique of bilinear aggregate 

signature to extend our main result into a multiuser setting, where TPA can perform multiple auditing tasks simultaneously. 

Extensive security and performance analysis shows the proposed schemes are provably secure and highly efficient. We also 

show how to extent our main scheme to support batch auditing for TPA upon delegations from multi-users. 

1. Audit Service System 

2. Data Storage Service System 

3. Audit Outsourcing Service System 

4. Secure and Performance Analysis 
 

AUDIT SERVICE SYSTEM 

 

 We are providing an efficient and secure cryptographic interactive audit scheme for public audit ability. We provide an 

efficient and secure cryptographic interactive retains the soundness property and zero-knowledge property of proof systems. 

These two properties ensure that our scheme can not only prevent the deception and forgery of cloud storage providers, but 

also prevent the leakage of outsourced data in the process of verification. 
 

DATA STORAGE SERVICE SYSTEM 

We considered FOUR entities to store the data in secure manner: 

 

Data owner (DO) 

         It has a large amount of data to be stored in the cloud. 

Cloud service provider (CSP) 

Who provides data storage service and has enough storage spaces and computation resources. 

 Third party auditor (TPA) 

Who has capabilities to manage or monitor – outsourced data under the delegation of data owner. 
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 Granted applications (GA) 

Who have the right to access and manipulate stored data. These applications can be either inside clouds or outside 

clouds according to the specific requirements 

 

AUDIT OUTSOURCING SERVICE SYSTEM 

                         In this module the client (data owner) uses the secret key to preprocess the file, which consists of a 

collection of blocks, generates a set of public verification information that is stored in TPA, transmits the file and some 

verification tags to Cloud service provider CSP, and may delete its local copy. At a later time, using a protocol proof of 

TPA (as an audit agent of clients) issues a challenge to audit (or check) the integrity and availability of the outsourced data 

in terms of the public verification information. It is necessary to give an alarm for abnormal events. 

SECURE AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

                   We considered securing the data and giving performance to the following: 

Audit-without-downloading 

To allow TPA (or other clients with the help of TPA) to verify the correctness of cloud data on demand without retrieving a 

copy of whole data or introducing additional on-line burden to the cloud users. 

Verification-correctness 

To ensure there exists no cheating CSP that can pass the audit from TPA without indeed storing users’ data intact. 

Privacy-preserving 

To ensure that there exists no way for TPA to derive users’ data from the information collected during the auditing process. 

High-performance 

To allow TPA to perform auditing with minimum overheads in storage, communication and computation, and to 

support statistical audit sampling and optimized audit schedule with a long enough period of time. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 
We enumerate the performance of our audit scheme under altered parameters, such as file length, sampling proportion, 

sector quantity per block. Our preceding analysis shows that the value of sector quantity per block should produce with the 

increase of file range in order to reduce computation and communication overheads.  
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The calculation and communication costs develop with improve of file size and sampling relation the overheads of 

assurance and challenge resemble one an additional, and the overheads of reply and verification in addition tolerate a 

resemblance to another. We estimate the performance for each activity in our verification carry out. The computation and 

communication costs of assurance and challenge are somewhat transformed for sampling relation, but those for respond and 

verification mature with the augment of sampling relation. 

                                                                   
IV.CONCLUSION 

     

We addressed the creation of an efficient audit service for data integrity in clouds. Profiting from the usual interactive proof 

scheme, we proposed an interactive audit procedure to implement the audit service based on a third party examiner. In this 

check service, the third party auditor, known as a mediator of data owners, can subject a periodic verification to examine 

the change of outsourced information by providing an optimized list. To understand the audit model, we simply need to 

keep the security of the third party auditor and organize a lightweight daemon to perform the verification procedure. 

Therefore, our technology can be effortlessly adopted in a cloud computing surroundings to replace the traditional Hash-

based explanation. More significantly, we proposed and quantified a new audit approach based on probabilistic queries and 

periodic confirmation, as well as an optimization system of parameters of cloud audit services. This approach really reduces 

the workload on the storage servers, though still achieves the finding of servers’ misbehaviour with a high possibility. Our 

research clearly showed that our approach could reduce computation and communication expenditure. 
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